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BSD RACING BAJA PRIME

During an unseasonable heat wave for the British 
summer time, Racer headed to the beach to test 
the latest 1:10 electric buggy from BSD Racing

PRIMED 
FOR THE 
BEACH!
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BSD RACING BAJA PRIME
SPEC: 2WD MOULDED CHASSIS CLASS: OFF-ROAD FUN COST: £99.99

All the power gets through to the rear wheels 
with slipper clutch free drivetrain

Neat clip keeps the two motor wires in the 
perfect position

The steering servo is equipped with a saver 
system (silver part at the bottom of the horn)

Large painted rear wing is secured by a 
couple of clips

The cage not only looks cool but adds protection 
for the components like the speed control

The wheels are a multi-piece design with screws 
securing the two parts

“An audience had gathered and let out “whoops” 
and “wows” as the Baja Prime raced round.”
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Recently it seems most of the RC 

manufacturers are taking to the sand dunes 

with their new releases in the form of Dakar-style 

trucks and dune buggies. The dune buggies are 

mostly styled on the off-road machines seen 

whizzing around the Californian deserts. The majority 

of them sport the same look and style that was 

kicked off by the very popular HPI Baja buggy a few 

years ago.

Naturally lots of manufacturers have now 

followed suit, but in the smaller scale and 

lower price of 1:10. Enter BSD Racing and their 

UK distributor Century UK who already boast an 

impressive line up of brushed/brushless and nitro 

off-road RTR buggies as well as planes, helicopters, 

boats and a vast array of RC accessories.

The electric-powered Baja Prime is a brand new 

platform to the BSD Racing line-up and comes as 

a complete RTR package for under £100 including 

mains charger and 1800mAh NIMH battery. The 

plastic moulded chassis design is also shared with 

the new Prime Storm short course truck albeit with 

the obvious wheel/tyres and body changes.

ALL INCLUSIVE!
The Baja Prime is a true RTR package where the car 

comes fully assembled complete with 2.4GHz radio 

installed. The only extra purchase required is four AA 

batteries for the steerwheel transmitter. The mains 

charger included does take around eight hours to 

charge the 1800mAh battery so a fast charger would 

be the first item on the list to upgrade.

Our first impressions of the Baja were good when 

we pulled the brightly coloured buggy out of the 

box. Straight away the scale looks and orange colour 

scheme makes the Baja look like a miniature HPI - 

not a bad thing in our opinion. The body style and 

big polycarbonate rear wing, along with plastic roll 

cage and sand-style tyres really do give the buggy a 

true desert scale look.

As with all buggies of this type, the body shell 

just sits and covers the lower half of the chassis as 

the plastic roll cage takes care of the top half. The 

body itself comes in two parts, whilst the small 

piece at the front does not need to be removed. As 

we have found with other Baja buggies like this, 

the removal and fitment of the main body is a little 

fiddly due to the plastic scale spot lights. The body 

is very flexible so you soon find the best way to get 

over this plus the Baja wouldn’t look right without 

the spots!

CHASSIS AND ELECTRICS
A conventional layout is used for the moulded 

plastic chassis that sports a 540-size brushed motor 

hanging out the rear. Power is distributed to the 

metal heavy-duty driveshafts via an adjustable ball 

differential. Bushes are used instead of ball bearings 

for the transmission as well as the front and rear 

hubs. Despite this, the transmission along with the 

rear differential feels nice and smooth.

The main part of the chassis is where the electrics 

Racer Tips
If like us you wan

t to replicate the
 

Californian dune b
uggy races and hea

d 

to your nearest sa
ndy beach, make 

sure you thoroughl
y clean your car 

afterwards. The ti
ny grains of sand 

will get everywher
e so we recommend 

a full strip down/c
lean and rebuild. 

Not only will this 
give you experience

 

in how your buggy 
is put together 

and help with possi
ble repairs, more 

importantly the ess
ential cleaning 

will prolong the li
fe of your car and

 

maintain its perfor
mance. 

Rear suspension detail 
shows the shock mounting 
options available

The chunky front 
suspension with 
adjustable turnbuckles

The body’s flowing lines sees it extend right to 
the very front with a clip for easy removal

Scale looks with the lights either side of the 
driver compartment

Here you can see the 
bushes that are fitted to 
support the front wheels

<
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THRASH TEST BSD RACING BAJA PRIME
SPEC: 2WD MOULDED CHASSIS CLASS: OFF-ROAD FUN COST: £99.99

ON TEST

As we were in the middle of a heat wave during the test we 
decided to head straight for the beach on a nice warm summers 
evening. As it was the early evening we found a quiet spot making 
sure we had plenty of space around us. This was made easier with 
the tide being out!
As always with a RTR buggy we did a quick function test before we 
set off to make sure everything is doing as it should. Only a slight 
adjustment was required on the steering trim so we accelerated off 
with some big sandy rooster tails pouring out of the back wheels 
immediately! An impressive start!
With the 1800mAh battery on board we were pleasantly surprised 
with the pace of the Baja on the compacted sand. Granted, 
the speed is never going to keep the hard-core off-road racer 
entertained for long, but our experienced tester was impressed with 
how quickly the car got to the top speed and how much fun you 
could have whilst you were there!
With a quick flick of the steering you could easily get the car drifting 
nicely on the sand creating big tyre marks everywhere it went. Being 
2WD and having the big grippy tyres on the rear, the Baja generates 
manageable understeer that means you have to let off the power 
slightly to gain more steering. If you hit reverse on the transmitter 
whist at speed the car will flick round for the obligatory handbrake 
turn manoeuvres. With a bit of practice we were even able to 
complete 360-degree spins.

The softly sprung suspension easily dealt with the lumps and bumps 
or our surroundings which included some man made jumps as 
well as some stones/pebbles. Only the deeper softer sand we found 
troubled the Baja, but only after putting up a strong fight! After 
contact with a slightly larger pebble than we would have liked, we 
did mange to knock off one of the steering turnbuckles. This was 
quickly clipped back on with no problems what so ever.
With the battery life coming to an end we had a run time of around 
15-minutes that seemed to go quickly as we were having lots of 
fun. Again as in all review test sessions, we came with a couple of 
spare batteries. As the speed control is LiPo compatible, we placed 
a Turnigy 4000mAh LiPo into the car and the obvious performance 
gain was instant. Greater speed meant bigger rooster tales out the 
back and a bigger smile on the face of our reviewer!
We found the beach car park had gravel and compacted dirt to play 
on as opposed to all the sand and again the Baja was a joy to drive 
here too. With slightly less grip the car was a lot more lively and 
more of a challenge to keep in a straight line. As the early evening 
became night time a bucket load of 2WD doughnuts brought our test 
to an end in a cloud of dust. Great stuff! 
We were very impressed with the BSD Racing Baja Prime and had 
immense fun testing it. During our thrash test we gained a little 
audience and the whoops and wows from the spectators proved to 
us that Century UK have a winner on their hands.

The steerwheel radio is of a 
modern design and uses 
2.4GHz technology

Adjustments can be made 
easily, protected by a 
flip up cover

The oil-filled shocks 
are adjustable with a 
threaded body design
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BSD RACING BAJA PRIME

SPECIFICATION
Model:  BSD Racing Baja Prime
Scale:  1:10
Class:  Off-Road
Application: Fun
Format:  RTR
Power:  Electric
Chassis:  Moulded
Drivetrain: 2WD
Transmission: Gear
Differential: Ball
Shocks:  Oil-filled/threaded bodies
Bearings/Bushes: Bushes

TECHNICAL DATA
LENGTH: 340MM
WIDTH: 280MM
HEIGHT: 135MM
WHEELBASE: 300MM
FRONT TRACK: 250MM
REAR TRACK: 270MM
WEIGHT: 1575G

WHAT WE USED - Electric Kit
TRANSMITTER:  BSD B7070 2.4GHZ TWO-CHANNEL  
 STEERWHEEL (KIT)
RECEIVER: BSD B7054 2.4GHZ THREE-CHAN 
 NEL WATERPROOF (KIT)
STEERING SERVO: BSD BS709-010 3KG   
 WATERPROOF (KIT)
MOTOR: BSD BS709-24 HIGH PERFORMANCE  
 540 (KIT)
SPEED CONTROL: BSD WP-1040 BRUSHED   
 WATERPROOF (KIT)
BATTERY: BSD BS701-036C 1800MAH NIMH (KIT)

OPTIONAL PARTS
 ■ BS903-014 Ball Bearing Set (6)
 ■ BS901-046 Ball Bearing Set (6)
 ■ BS709-031 Brushless Motor
 ■ BS701-047 45A Waterproof Brushless Speed Control
 ■ BS808-028 7.4V LiPo Battery

VERDICT

 Value for money / Fun to drive / Scale looks

 Bushes

RACER RATING
★★★★

CONTACT
 Century UK
 7 Anchor Business Park
 Castle Road
 Sittingbourne
 Kent
 ME10 3AE

 Email: info@centuryuk.com
 Website: www.centuryuk.com
  www.bsdracing.com
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and battery sit. The LiPo compatible brushed speed 

control and 2.4GHz receiver are housed in a plastic 

case to help protect them from the elements. 

Both these units are also waterproof which is very 

useful. The plastic case is situated above the battery 

compartment that is big enough to house hard 

case LiPos as well as the standard stick pack NiMH 

arrangement. The battery is held in place by the 

usual plastic strap and body pin method. A 3kg rated 

waterproof steering servo at the front incorporates 

a servo saver so to limit any potential damage if a 

sudden stop occurs.

There is an abundance of adjustment in the 

chassis if you feel the need to play around with 

settings. At the front end both the top links and 

steering arms sport turnbuckles to change toe in/

out and camber of the front wheels. The same 

turnbuckles are seen on the rear top links. The 

underside of the chassis is nice and flat for improved 

ground clearance while the lower front and rear 

wishbones look nice and chunky.

The roll cage completes the look of the buggy 

and is bolted straight down onto the chassis that 

adds strength and rigidity. The black plastic roof is 

clipped into place so that it can be removed easily to 

access the electrics if need be.

SUSPENSION FOR SAND?
Long travel plastic oil-filled shock absorbers sit 

on all four corners of the chassis. Not only are the 

mounting positions changeable top and bottom, but 

the bodies of the shocks are of the threaded type 

for easier ride height adjustment front and rear. The 

factory suspension set-up is nice and soft ready to 

tackle local scenery.

The black two-piece front and rear wheels 

are graced with high grip tyres for better overall 

handling. The front tyres are of the ribbed variety 

while the rears have the block pattern tread so 

should handle the power from the 540-type motor 

with no issues.

Overall we were impressed with the styling and 

build quality of the Baja Prime and grabbed our 

buckets and spades and headed to the coast for a 

different location for the thrash test. 

SUMMARY
The Baja Prime is great fun to drive, looks 
good and is fantastic value for money due 
to the complete RTR package. We had lots 
of fun during the thrash test and that’s 
what this buggy is all about! This package 
is a great way to start out in the hobby of 
off-road RC cars. We would recommend 
the extra purchase of a fast charger and 
a spare battery or LiPo if funds allow so 
that you have more time to enjoy it.
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